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Verbatim excerpts were taken from the Staff Report as show below. Edits are shown using 
Track Changes, and comments are also provided to provide the bases for the requested 
changes. 
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However, statute does not specify how this funding will flow to the Compact Commission. 
Since Texas ultimately holds the liability for compact waste brought into the state, jthe 
Compact Commission's decisions related to the volume of waste to be accepted into the 
compact site wil1 be important to the State's long-term environmental and financial health. 
Given the ambiguity of TCEQ's and the Compact Commission's current funding 
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arrangement and statute, time is ripe for the Legislature to consider how the funding 

mechanism between the State and the Compact Commission will be structured. 

Key Recommendation: Clarify the Compact Commission's funding mechanism. 

Issue 7 
TCEQ Lacks Guidance on How to Fund the Texas Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
Disposal Compact Commission. 

Background 


In 1993, 

Compact) with Vermont and Maine - the latter of which withdrew from the Compact in 
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were enacted by the Legislature and ratified by the United States Congress in 1998. 
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Law requires the Compact Commission to conduct its business, hold meetings, and 

maintain public records according to the laws of the host state - in this case this includes 

adhering to the Open Meetings Act and the Public Information Act._ In addition, the 

Compact Commission must adhere to the Administrative Procedure Act in adopting its 

rules. 

As it is a separate legal entity from member states and not a state agency, and has only 

recently been formed, the Compact Commission has no appropriations pattern or full-time 

equivalent positions, though it has employed an director to oversee the 

Compact Commission's business In addition, state law provides that the 

members of the Compact Commission are entitled to reimbursement for actual and 

necessary expenses in performing their duties .. Law requires the Compact Commission to 

keep accurate accounting of all receipts and disbursements subject to annual audit to be 

included in its annual report to the Legislature. 
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Comment [3]: This is not correct. Texas 
i has not prOvided its pro rata share of 
I funding. It has only provided 19% of its 
! pro-rata share of $525.000'per annum. And 
i further, the monetary support provided by 
I the Rider is strictly limited to travel and 

annum in of due to the of the a 

s 1 Deleted: The Compact Commission is 
- , i currently funded by a pro rata share 

l..mee expenses. 
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appropriations for the next biennium through TCEQ's Legislative Appropriations Request. 
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However, this funding stream is a short-term arrangement before the compact waste 

disposal facility is operational. State law requires TCEQ to establish, in rule, reasonable 

disposal fees to be paid by persons who deliver for 

disposal facility that is collected by the licensed operator, a private company. By law, the 

disposal fee schedule will include the costs of state regulation and be sufficient to 

reasonably support-the activities of the Compact Commission. State law also requires that 

Texas and Andrews County each receive 5 percent of gross receipts generated by waste 

disposal activities. TCEQ is currently considering a proposed compact waste disposal fee 

application submitted by the licensed disposal facility operator, but has not yet 

published a rule. TCEQ's fee schedule adoption process is subject to public participation 

and the schedule will be finalized through expedited rulemaking after any contested case 

hearing. 

Findings 

[l'he Legislature has little budget oversight over the Compact Commission, whose actions 

will have a significant impact on the environmental and financial health of Texas.L 

State Liability. tr£!J{tl!>!..<l.n.cl Il !!I?-_£!_C:0l!l:P<lc:t<:Q!l.l:lTIis!>i()IlIl() h£!_ i!>pos<llJl;\ iJiI:yJic::e.!l £!£!L 
holds liability for compact waste brought into the can be radioactive for a 

time, and potential future contamination could not only have a severe impact to the 

environment and human health, but to the State, which bears the ultimate financial 

responsibility for maintaining and cleaning up the compact waste disposal facility site. 

When the Legislature created the Compact Commission, state law contemplated that the 

State would own and operate the disposal facility and maintain ultimate responsibility for 

the compact waste and liability associated with it. Since that time the State has changed 

course - the State retains responsibility but he facility will be operated by a private 

company that may not be liable for long-term costs.1lt.i J:t!�-=Jr.()!l.l: ate: Q!l!!:Q!_!Q<l 

private for-profit venture - has created a different dynamic, bringing to light potential gaps 

in legislative oversight on how decisions related to acceptance of commercial low-level 

radioactive waste to the compact waste disposal facility will be made. t:r.J:l_E!_ gl!l:liIl_ ,. 

however, is that the State continues to have an interest in ensuring these decisions will 
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Comment [4]: Two Comments: 

1. A reading of the Compact reveals that 
the party states intentionally structured 
the Compact as an isolated entity ("legal 
entity, separate and dlstinct"). The 
Compact also states that the liabilities of 
the Commission do not become the 
liabilities of the Party states. So it is clear 
that in creating the Compact, the party 
states were desirous of something akin to 
a Limited Liability Corporation. 

2. It is difficult to conceive how the 
Compact Commission's activities would 
have a "significant impact" on the 
environmental and financial health of 
Texas since, 

a. As the regulator for the state, the 
TCEQ is responsible creating an 
operating license who conditions are 
protective of the environment, and 
b. The $136.5M financial assurance 
provided by the compact disposal 
facility operator is intentionally 
formulated to address the possible 
financial liabilities that may occur as a 
result of the facility operations. 

Comment [7]: How does a change from 
state owned and operator to state 
owned/licensee operated bring about gaps 
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protect the State financially and environmentallY� J\ it E!gil1s opera�ic.>ns I. l.t E! ..I1.e.<lt:.J
future, the Compact Commission's consideration of importation and exportation decisions Comment [8]: Financial and 

environmental protections fall to the 
will be of great importance to the State, as described in the in the textbox, Low-Level responsibility of the TCEQ. The Compact 

Commission cannot take any action that 
Radioactive Waste Importation. would allow the licensee to violate it's 

[TEXTBOX] Low-Level Radioactive Waste Importation 

Federal and state law establish compacts for he effective management and disposal of low

level radioactive waste generated in member states. To encourage states to participate in 

compacts, federal law authorizes compacts to prohibit or limit importation of low-Ievel 

waste for management and disposal. 

The to contribute million to the 

Compact Commission has the authority to enter into agreements to allow for importation 

of waste generated outside of party states. jIiowever, the Compact does not require these 

import agreements to include any financial contribution to Texas to account for risk or 

liability associated with the imported waste; 

rrhe Compact Commission recently proposed a rule to allow the importation of waste from 

36 non-party states and other potential sources, none of which potentially would be subject 

to the $25 million low-level 

radioactive waste accepted into the compact waste disposal facility regardless of whether 

the waste is generated by party states or is allowed for importation through an agreement. 

As the Compact Commission considers revisions and republishes its importation rule, 

Texas will continue to have a vested interest in its outcome. 

Lack of Legislative Guidance. State law does not specify how the compact waste disposal 

fee revenue allocated to support the Compact Commission's operations will flow to the 

Compact Commission. Since the compact waste disposal facility may be operational before 

the 2013 legislative session, timing is ripe for the Legislature to make decisions on how to 

structure Compact Commission funding. Without action, decisions about how funds will be 

Comment [9]: That is not correct. HSC 
403 section 5.01 covering party state 
contributions does not state for what 

ur ose the ayments are intended. 
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Deleted: to cover costs associated with 
regulation and ris  since Texas owns the 
compact disposal facility and waste long
term 

, Comment [10]: While the Compact does 
i ·not require additional ' premium" fees to be 
, paid by a non-compact generator, both 
: import and export agreements may possess 

• : conditions and restrictions in the agreement 
\. i as the Compact Commission deems 
\, 1 . ; 

! Comment [11): This is incorrect. The 
i rule proposed by the Compact Commission 
! merely creates procedures by which the 
I Commission may administer the facets of 
: the Compact that have existed since 1993 in 
: Texas law. The rule was not proposed to 
: allow anything. It was proposed to ensure 
: that any questions coming before the 
: Commission that regard exportation or 
: importation of waste for management or i 
: disposal are properly and thoroughly vetted ! 
i and are not interpreted directly from I 
: federal law as has been the case for two ! 

remitted to the Compact Commission, whether directly or through the State, will happen ! years with all export permits issued by the I 

without legislative guidance. In contrast, state law provides for how the collection of the 5 Michael Ford 12/2/102'04 AM 
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percent of gross receipts statutorily allocated to Texas will flow, and TCEQ has an 

agreement with the Comptroller of Public Accounts for TCEQ to accept the transfer of funds 

and audit the funds required to be remitted to general revenue. 

Potential Conflict. If the licensed disposal facility were to remit the allocation of the 

compact waste disposal fee directly to the Compact Commission, without the benefit of 

legislative oversight, a potential conflict could occur. The licensed disposal facility's total 

revenue is dependent on both the regulatory authority of TCEQ and the total amount of 

waste disposed at the site r- an amount that could be affected by importation decisions 

made by the Compact Commission. This situation puts the Compact Commission in the. 

conflicting position of impacting total disposal volume of commercial low-level radioactive 

waste that directly affects its revenue source, essentially holding its own purse strings. The 

Legislature commonly sees comparable funding mechanisms at state agencies, such as 

TCEQ, which receives major funding from fees assessed on entities it regulates. iH"owever, in 

these cases, the Legislature retains oversight of state agencies' budgets through the 

appropriations process, Ils,llriIlg<lgeIlcies(:)Il!YS.peIl. .th.:e1l1()IleY<l1ltJ:l() e<:!!<lIl <lren(:)! 

incentivized o overcharge to build their budgets  

Cumbersome Budgeting Structure. Without further statutory direction, TCEQ will 

determine the Compact Commission's allocation through its rule establishing the compact 

waste disposal fee as the law - putting TCEQ in a position in which it 

de facto determines the Compact Commission's 

The review of a 

disposal rate application and the TCEQ rulemaking process, which take a significant 

amount of time, is not structured to be responsive to changing budget needs from year to 

year, the way the biennial appropriations process is. Given that the Compact Commission's 

funding source is dependent on the future compact waste disposal at the site, setting its 

long-term budget - through specifying the allocation of the compact disposal fee for 

Compact Commission expenses in rule without opportunity to make timely changes, is an 

exercise that could result in under- or over-funding. In addition, TCEQ's current funding 

agreement with the Compact Commission - to reimburse the Compact Commission for 

accordance with appropriations rider - is untenable 

! 
/ 
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Comment [12]: And what about export 
decisions? Importation may be used to 
offset losses due to export to ensure that the 
compact disposal facility operator can 
maintain a financially stable operation and 
provide a disposal pathway for all compact 
generators. 

Comment [13]: How does the Legislature 
retain oversight of the budget of an 
organization that is disclaimed in federal 
laW to he a legal entity, separate and distinct 
from the state? That oversight is intended 
to come from the legally mandated, 
ind,epelnde:nt audit of the Commission's 

Comment [14]: There is a fundamental 
misunderstanding here. 
The Compact Commission will be informed 
every year by reports from the TCEQ and 
the compact dispoSal facility regarding 
projected disposal quantities and any 
volumes that may be made available for 
importation based on planned exports or 
anticipated waste volumes that have not 
materialized. This is all a balancing act to 
ensure the volumes needed to maintaIn 
affordable disposal rates - and upon which 
the rates are based - for Compact 
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expenditures are appropriate, and wastes TCEQ resources to oversee Compact Commission 

reimbursements. 
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Commission's s�.!!:l�.x: ,:!!!:!.I)K!!.!().(l£l.!! .!" ()_I Cl '.QIl !!.ll:'IEl !!!8 !-_..\\ Comment [15]: This has been 
mischaracterized as taking on unfunded 

public information, and administrative procedure law in conducting its business. liabilities and it needs to be corrected. 
Again, the $136.SM of financial assurance .

\ required by TCEQ and being provided by the 1The Legislature funds five interstate river compact Commissions through TCEQ's licensee 60·days prior to operations is being 1\ 
\"�() I:>.r. =! i.�() = =��: )appropriations pattern. 
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TCEQ administers other interstate compact commissions, including acting as a mechanism 

for those compact commissions to receive funding appropriated by the Legislature. In 

2005, the Legislature rolled Texas' five independent interstate River Compact Commissions 

- those for the Canadian, Pecos, Red, Rio Grande, and Sabine Rivers - into TCEQ and began 

to fund them through the agency's appropriations. The five Commissions are funded by line 

item in TCEQ's appropriations pattern, and TCEQ has a memorandum of agreement that 

allows the River Compacts to retain their operational independence, even though they are 

technically a part of TCEQ. 

Recommendation 

Change in Statute 

7.1 Clarify the Compact Commission's funding mechanism. 

Under this recommendation, revenue allocated by TCEQ's rule-based compact waste 

disposal fee to the Compact Commission's operation would be remitted to a newly created 

General Revenue Dedicated Account. The dedicated fund would receive only the portion of 

the compact waste disposal fee allocated to cover the costs of the Compact Commission's 

operations from the licensed disposal facility, as defined by TCEQ's adopted rule. The 

Legislature would then appropriate funds to the Compact Commission from this account 

I 
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through the Compact Commission's rider in TCEQ's appropriations pattern. Since state and 

federal law both provide that this allocation go toward easonably supporting .... 

operations of the Compact Commission, this recommendation would provide that the funds 

deposited into this new account only be used for that purpose. 

This recommendation does not intend to make the Compact Commission a state agency, 

and it does not provide for full-time equivalent positions for the Compact Commission in 

TCEQ's appropriations. Rather, legislative appropriations would be made in either a lump 

sum or up to a limit, and the Compact Commission would have control over expenditures 

according to its adopted budget. [fhe Compact Commission would continue to submit 

funding requests to the Legislature through TCEQ's Legislative Appropriations Request. 

However, moving forward, TCEQ would simply transfer the money to the Compact 	 Comment [17]: There needs to be an 
alternative path established for this given 

Commission, and not be in the position of overseeing or controlling reimbursements. that this puts the TCEQ in the position of 
approving or disproving or modifying LARs 
that we are requested to submit, but not Fiscal Implication Summary prOvided any direction or standing in the 
LAR law. 

This recommendation would not result in a fiscal impact to the State. 
Comment [18]: We would respectfully 
request that We are not financially attached 
to a state organization that has a specific 
role within the Compact and that has at 
times taken different pOSitions from the 
Compact Commission that have led to 
tangible effects regarding the ability oHhe 

to 
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